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Step 1:  Identify any procedural issues – establish standing 

Step 2:  General rule/power source:  1st Amendment, applicable to the States via 14th Amendment, prohibits government from certain regulation of 

speech and other forms of expression. 

X. SPEECH Step 3:  Establish state action. 
Gov’t order prohibits speech prior to publication 

Step 4.  Facial attacks Prior restraints   Strict scrutiny analysis & Gov’t must show special societal harm 

 (use only if facts See Collateral Bar Rule 

     raise) Overbreadth – Regulates more speech than Constitution allows 
Vague – Reasonable person test – law unconstitutionally vague if a reasonable person cannot tell what speech is prohibited and what is allowed. 

Unfettered Discretion No unfettered discretion Important reason for license 

Gov’t can require license/permit if Clear criteria leaving almost no discretion 
Safeguards (e.g., prompt determination) 

Gag orders (on press) Strict scrutiny test – gag orders on press to stop pretrial publicity are generally impermissible 

Court can’t put a prior restraint on the press 

See prior restraints – must show special societal harm 

Step 5:  Conduct Regulation Rule:  Government can regulate conduct that communicates if it has an important interest unrelated to the suppression of the message 

 (use only if facts  and if the impact on communication is no greater than necessary to achieve the government’s purpose. 
 raise) Elements 1. Further an important or substantial gov’t interest

2. Gov’t interest unrelated to suppression of speech

3. Incidental restrictions no greater than necessary to further gov’t interest
examples  unconstitutional to regulate flag burning 

constitutional to regulate draft card burning, burning cross on private property, & nude dancing and to have penalty 

Step 6:  Argue Time, Place & Manner (TPM)      enhancement for hate crime 

Rule:   Gov’t has a legitimate interest to regulate TPM as long as standards specifically defined and unrelated to content of 

expression (test depends on forum) 

df:  Gov’t properties that gov’t is constitutionally required to make available for speech (parks & streets) 

Public Test Regulation content neutral + 
Narrowly tailored +  Health 

Serves important gov’t interest Safety 

Fora + Leaves open alternate means Moral 

Non-Public  (e.g., military bases, airports, areas outside jails, ad space on buses)  Test Viewpoint neutral + 
Reasonably related to legitimate gov’t 

Private – No 1st Amendment right to access private property for speech purposes purpose 

Step 7:  Content Gen. Rule:  Strict Scrutiny --Restrictions on speech have to be necessary to promote a compelling interest Compelling 

Narrowly Tailored 

Incitement Creates a clear & present danger 

Exceptions:  Low Value Speech Of immediate lawless action 
That is likely to occur 

Obscenity Prurient interests (community) 

Patently offensive (community) 
Lacks redeeming value (national) 

Commercial Substantial gov’t interest 

(Defamation discussed in torts) Restriction advances interests 
Narrowly tailored 


